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The UNIX™ operating system was designed to be a multi-user operating system. A single system, or resource, can be shared by multiple parties with differing computing needs. For IT managers, this meant that they could buy powerful systems for multiple users to access common resources.

The multi-user capability was implemented from the outset by using a timeshare model that runs multiple tasks on a common resource. The granularity of the timesharing is sufficiently frequent and regular enough that the processes used to complete the task appear responsive and are usable in an interactive session.

The timeshare model is still the default multi-tasking and multi-user implementation used on nearly all general purpose UNIX platforms today, including the Solaris™ Operating Environment (Solaris OE). Its rules and logic differ between implementations, but the timeshare principal remains the same.

UNIX has come a long way since the early days. Systems running the Solaris OE are now used as an interactive compute resource and a mission-critical application server. As businesses strive to reduce costs and to increase revenues, they demand more of their servers, often consolidating multiple applications onto a single multi-user, multi-tasking, platform to achieve lower capital investment, lower running costs, and greater utilization. In doing so, they require operating system functionality that enables them to guarantee the responsiveness and performance of their core applications.

The Solaris 9 OE has been enhanced to include resource management that enables IT managers to control the timesharing system, so they can achieve their business goals in a mixed workload environment. The Solaris OE provides a resource management framework for deploying applications within this controlled environment.
Solaris 9 OE Resource Management

The Solaris OE provides systems accounting that enables the use of reactive approaches to system resource management, such as billing and access controls. These tools are helpful in a purely interactive or batch-based environment; however, they are not ideal for today’s IT business models.

Sun has made available a number of products in recent years to allow more structured approaches to resource management, which are better suited to the demands of online data processing and information generation. Dynamic system domains (DSDs) were first featured on the Cray 6400 platform, that Sun was rebranded by Sun as the Sun Enterprise™ 10000 server. DSDs enable very coarse-grained approaches to managing platform level resources. Processor sets also enable coarse-grained approaches to managing system-level processing resources. In the Solaris 9 OE, the Solaris™ Resource Manager (Solaris RM) enables the resources of a single instance of the operating environment to be shared, in an arbitrarily fine-grained manner, amongst consolidated and/or partitioned applications and/or system users. The Solaris RM can be used in such a way that a guaranteed level of service can be given where appropriate.

With such technologies and the implementation of a corresponding service level agreement (SLA), IT departments can lease fractions of a single system to different business units at the same time. There are many advantages to this approach:

- Lower capital investment
- Higher capital utilization
- Lower overhead
- Greater profit opportunity

In the Solaris 9 OE, sharing system resources has been integrated into the kernel. System resources can be combined into meaningful sets, and applications can be executed within a framework that enables straightforward management of the available resources.

This paper includes descriptions of the three core resource management approaches present in the Solaris 9 OE.

Projects and Resource Controls

This section contains a description of how projects and resource controls are used to manage the resources on a system.
Projects

The concept of *projects* is not new in the Solaris OE. However, they now form a key component in a system resource management scenario. Projects now enable a given user process, and all of its children, to belong to a common accounting entity (that is, a *project*). With the Solaris 9 OE, user processes also inherit resource access rights and access limitations granted to a project.

The project database is maintained on a system or network either through the `/etc/project` file or through a network information service, such as NIS or LDAP. The project database defines, amongst other things, the project names, the access list, and the attributes.

Any user process executing on a system will have an associated user identity (`uid`), group identity (`gid`), and project identity (`projid`). Process attributes and capabilities are inherited from each identity and form the execution context for a task, as shown in FIGURE 1.

![FIGURE 1 Execution Context for a Task](image)

A Solaris 9 OE system can have a project, such as `data_mining`, to provide an exclusive accounting entity or attribute set for multiple users or processes related to the data mining service provided by that system.

Individual UNIX users can have access permission to multiple projects, but they can execute a given task (using `newtask`) only in one project. This maintains accounting data validity.

In contrast, the one-to-many relationship between users and projects is helpful on interactive systems, but it may not be relevant for a server running a well-defined application set. For this reason, it is possible to create a project that is the default for a given user, ensuring that all tasks (and processes) belonging to that user have a common accounting entity.
The example project database shown below defines two projects: database and
appserver, where the database user defaults to the user.database project and
the appserver user defaults to the user.appserver project. The admin user can
be switched between either.

```
hostname# cat /etc/project
.
.
.
user.database:2001:Database backend:admin::
user.appserver:2002:Application Server frontend:admin::
.
.
.
```

Resource Controls

In the Solaris 9 OE, resource control attributes are set in the final field of the project
database. Ignoring the use of resource pools and the fair-share scheduler for the time
being, these attributes set resource consumption limits on tasks and processes.

With resource control attributes, a process or task can be given limits that it cannot
exceed. These limits control the entity and protect other entities from antisocial
behavior. For instance, the attributes can limit the consumption of operating
environment services, such as open file descriptors or light-weight processes. In
addition to controlling resource usage by an entity, the resource control framework
also allows out-of-bound events to be logged in as a tool for system auditing and
upstream billing of IT resources.

The following project database defines a per-process address space and a
per-task, light-weight process limit on a project entity.
Note – In the following examples, the code line must be on a single line without linebreaks. Some examples show multiple lines for readability purposes only.

```
hostname# cat /etc/project
.
.
.
development:2003:Developers::task.max-lwps=(privileged,10,deny);
process.max-addressspace=(privileged,209715200,deny)
.
.
.
```

FIGURE 2 shows the relationship between the entities involved in a system using projects and resource controls.

In a project database, the assignment of a project to a resource pool controls where and how tasks are allocated CPU resources.
Resource Pools

Resource pools are new to the Solaris 9 OE. They provide a framework for managing processor sets and thread scheduling classes (see “Process Scheduling and the Fair Share Scheduler” on page 8). Resource pools are flexible, dynamic reconfiguration (DR) friendly, and boot-persistent.

Processor sets group the CPUs on a system into a bounded entity, on which a process or processes can run exclusively. They cannot extend beyond the processor set, nor can other processes extend into the processor set. Although processor sets are a coarse-grained approach to resource management (currently, the best-case granularity is 1/106th of a system), they do enable you to group tasks of similar characteristics and to set a hard, upper boundary for CPU use if a throttle is desired.

Scheduling classes provide different CPU access characteristics to threads based on some algorithmic logic. You should not mix scheduling classes on any given CPU set because system performance may become erratic and unpredictable (see “Process Scheduling and the Fair Share Scheduler” on page 8). For this reason, you should use processor sets to segregate applications by their characteristics and the scheduling classes they require, perform, or cooperate best under.

The resource pool framework allows the definition of a soft processor set with a maximum and minimum CPU count requirement and a hard-defined scheduling class for that processor set (shown in FIGURE 3). This simplifies administration by automatically assigning CPUs arbitrarily to a pool (and reassigning them during a DR operation). It also avoids service unpredictability by allowing only one user-land scheduler to manage all light-weight processes (LWPs) on that processor set.

FIGURE 3  Resource Pool Framework
As an example, FIGURE 4 shows a system with two resource pools. The `batch_pool` resource pool performs batch processing that uses the default Solaris OE scheduling class (timeshare or interactive class). The `process_pool` resource pool performs manufacturing process control that uses the realtime scheduling class.

In the event of a rapid submission of multiple batch jobs, the ability of the system to respond to the process control requirements will not be affected. Additionally, in the event of a failed system component that needs to be replaced, a DR operation will not be affected.

A resource pool can be defined as an attribute for a project or multiple projects. In this way, user processes can automatically inherit a processor set from its execution context and a scheduling class. The following project database file shows how to set up project-based resource pool assignments.

```
hostname# cat /etc/project
.
.
batch:2001:Batch project:::project.pool=batch_pool
process:2002:Process control:::project.pool=process_pool
.
.
```
Process Scheduling and the Fair Share Scheduler

The Solaris OE kernel includes a simple mechanism for scheduling CPU time to threads. It decides what threads can run, when they can run, where they can run, and how long they can run. Its mechanism allocates resources based on global thread priority, which is continually re-evaluated. Consequently, higher priority threads get scheduling preference.

The thread priority range is ordinarily composed of three priority subsets that are used to schedule user threads, system threads, and interrupt threads. Any given scheduling class will manage one subset of threads. Each thread has a class structure defining this affinity. Scheduling classes are dynamically loadable kernel modules that assign thread priority based on an algorithm. Each scheduling class then maps its thread priorities onto a portion of the global scheduling priority range. The kernel then executes the threads based on the global-thread priorities. This hierarchical methodology allows multiple scheduling classes to co-exist and each class to use different scheduling rules.

Most system resource management exercises are concerned only with low priority threads (that is, user threads) because applications executing in user-space are usually under scrutiny. User threads occupy the bottom-end of the global priority range and are managed by a user-space scheduling class. System threads and interrupt threads are an essential part of the services the system provides and are usually best left alone. These threads are managed by scheduling classes that map thread priorities higher up in the global priority range. This makes them unsuitable choices for user-space applications.

Interactive and Timeshare Scheduling Classes

Prior to the release of the Solaris 9 OE, two main scheduling classes were available for user threads: interactive and timeshare. The choice of which to use was straightforward and performed by the system. The interactive class gave priority to processes that were initiated from an OpenWindows™ environment and was used to ensure GUI responsiveness. Timeshare threads did not give a priority to OpenWindow processes and was used when the system did not need a GUI process. Other than these differences, the classes are algorithmically identical and divide CPU time equally between all user threads that demand CPU time.
Fair Share Scheduler Class

In the Solaris 9 OE, an additional user-space scheduling class is available that divides CPU time equally between all of the threads in a given grouping, but not equally between groups of threads. This scheduling class is called the fair share scheduler (FSS). It assigns thread priority based on what CPU share a given group of threads has and is allowed to have relative to all of the other groups of threads.

**Note** – The priority assignment of the FSS is based on the individual properties of the thread and on the properties of all of the threads in the group to which it belongs.

As noted, the FSS divides CPU resources between threads based on what share of system resources are available to that thread. The concept of a CPU share is not the same as CPU percentage, shares provide equitable access to resources, not hard limits or bounds.

FIGURE 5 shows a simple system with three threads, each in a separate thread group (t₁, t₂, and t₃). Assuming that t₁ has 10 shares, t₂ has 20 shares, and t₃ has 30 shares, and that all of the threads are demanding 100 percent of the available CPU time, the FSS will ensure that t₁ receives one-sixth of the available CPU time, t₂ receives one-third of the available time, and t₃ receives one-half of the available CPU time (negating any threads running in other scheduling classes).

If t₂ stops demanding CPU time, the FSS allocates proportionately more CPU time to t₁ and t₃ so that the CPU time is fully used again. Thread groups are minimally guaranteed only their fair share of CPU time. This all happens in real-time, and CPU time is not stored up for thread groups over periods of inactivity.
The concept of shares should be familiar to users of the Solaris Resource Manager 1.x software. The concept is similar, but the implementation differs.

You can assign the FSS as the default user-space scheduling class; however, without share assignment, it would behave like the timeshare class because all of the threads would exist in one thread group. Shares can be assigned in an ad hoc fashion to running processes and can also be defined as a project attribute.

The following example project database shows how to set up two projects on a system using the FSS. One project has 20 shares, and the other has 10 shares.

```
hostname# cat /etc/project
.
.
user.database:2001:Database backend:admin::project.cpu-shares(privileged,20,deny)
user.appserver:2002:Application Server frontend:admin::project.cpu-shares(privileged,10,deny)
.
.
```

Resource Management Framework

With all of the elements of the Solaris 9 OE resource management framework in place, a simple and extensible framework can be used to implement system-wide resource management. Projects assign user processes resource limits though the resource control mechanism, CPU shares if the FSS is available, and a resource pool, under which the resulting processes can execute. The resource pool defines the scheduling class to be used and a group of processors, onto which the scheduling class can schedule the process threads.
The resource management framework (FIGURE 6) allows you to use a very fine-grained approach to system resource management, in a manner that can guarantee service levels of multiple applications running from a single system, even if the applications have differing resource utilization characteristics.
Putting It Into Action

Consider a hypothetical server consolidation project where five applications are being consolidated onto a single system. The applications have differing resource requirements, user populations, and architectures. Previously they existed on dedicated servers, each tailored to suit the requirements of the application. TABLE 1 shows the target applications and their characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Application server</td>
<td>Exhibits negative scalability beyond two CPUs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Database instance</td>
<td>Is heavily multithreaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Test and development</td>
<td>Is Motif based, and hosts untested code execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Transaction processing engine</td>
<td>Response time is paramount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Standalone database instance</td>
<td>Is heavily multithreaded, and serves multiple time zones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following list contains the consolidation plan:

- Application A will be assigned a two-CPU processor set.
- Applications B and E will be consolidated on to a single processor set of at least four CPUs, with application E being guaranteed 75 percent of that resource.
- Application C requires the interactive scheduling class to ensure user interface responsiveness. Memory limitations will be imposed to keep the effects of antisocial processing to a minimum.
- Application D will be assigned a dedicated processor set of at least two CPUs to ensure response latency is kept at a minimum.
To Set Up the Resource Management Framework

1. Edit the project database so that the following entries are in the file:

```
hostname# cat /etc/project
.
.
user.app_server:2001:Production Application Server::project.pool=
appserver_pool
user.app_db:2002:App Server DB::project.pool=db_pool,project.cpu-
shares(privileged,1,deny)
development:2003:Test and development::staff:project.pool=
dev_pool,process.max-addressspace=(privileged,536870912,deny)
user.tp_engine:Transaction Engine::project.pool=tp_pool
user.geo_db:EDI DB::project.pool=db_pool,project.cpu-shares=
(privileged,3,deny)
.
.
```

These entries implement the resource controls and map users to resource pools.

2. Run the following script to configure the required resource pools:

```
hostname# cat pool.host
create system host
create pset default_pset (uint pset.min = 1)
create pset dev_pset (uint pset.max = 2)
create pset tp_pset (uint pset.min = 2)
create pset db_pset (uint pset.min = 4; uint pset.max = 6)
create pset app_pset (uint pset.min = 1; uint pset.max = 2)
create pool default_pool (string pool.scheduler="TS"; boolean pool.default =
true)
create pool dev_pool (string pool.scheduler="IA")
create pool appserver_pool (string pool.scheduler="TS")
create pool db_pool (string pool.scheduler="FSS")
create pool tp_pool (string pool.sceduler="TS")
associate pool default_pool (pset default_pset)
associate pool dev_pool (pset dev_pset)
associate pool appserver_pool (pset app_pset)
associate pool db_pool (pset db_pset)
associate pool tp_pool (pset tp_pset)
hostname# poolcfg -f pool.host
hostname# pooladm -c
```
The final command instructs the system to parse the resource pool configuration file that was created on the preceding line and to initialize the resource pools on the system.

The framework is now functional on the system and implements all of the criteria that was established. Applications do not need to be aware that a resource management framework has been implemented on the system. The development team will need to specifically execute tasks in the development project because the ACL for this project is based on a user group ID (gid), rather than on a user name for simplicity.
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